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Hello, we are ULAYA!  

This is an example of a tailored Wilderness Trip we organized: An immersive and active Winter Wolves tracking experience…  
Remote wolves and bears tracking on snowshoes in the Italian Apennines. 

We are a disruptive travel company. We cater for Wildlife Safari Experiences in Europe. We -Wim Bertram and Bart Schutz-
are safari lovers with deep roots in nature, human psychology & service design, and… completely passionate about travel in 
Europe’s reemerging remote and wild nature.

Since 2020, we have fully plunged into Rewilding and wild nature travel. We got to understand what Rewilding is truly about. 
We explored the landscapes, developed valuable local relationships and became an exclusive partner of Rewilding Europe. Then 
we set off on a journey to design and organise the most profound Rewilding Experiences in Europe. Immersive and remarkable 
safari experiences, with truly wild wildlife (like amazing apex predators, scavengers and large grazers), and profound wilderness 
experiences like bush bathing and black sky nights in scenic natural landscapes. But also enriched with local and cluster 
psoobilities like ancient city deep dives, medieval villages, classic car rally and high-end food experiences.

Mind you, we go beyond normal the wilderness trips. At Ulaya we design, architecture, tailor, collaborate and curate. Our safaris 
bring you to undiscovered & pristine landscapes. They connect you to wild nature & wildlife, unveilling the power of rewilding. 
Moreover, despite the exclusive wining & dining, they clear your vision and are a mental treat! And by joining a safari you 
contribute to making Europe a wilder place.

Þ Give us a shout and let’s discover the most profound European Safari for you! 

We assure you that your Safari experience is unprecedented, deeply profound and unforgettable… 

With rewilded regards,
Wim & Bart

Winter Wolves Tracking





Italy’s Big Five in one trip
ü Marsican Brown Bears
ü Wolves
ü Wild Boar
ü Deer
ü Apennine Chamois



ü Tracking winter wildlife
(following snow tracks)

ü Learn about wildlife behaviour
(top-notch & passionate nature guides)

ü Fully equipped
(trap cams, torches, night vision binoculars…)



ü Remote snowshoeing (or tour ski)
(where only wildlife goes)

ü Walk in wildlife’s footsteps
(safely guided)

ü Scenic sunsets & sunrises
(in the pristine Abruzzo National Park)



ü Remote snowshoeing (or tour ski)
(where only wildlife goes)

ü Walk in wildlife’s footsteps
(safely guided)

ü Scenic sunsets & sunrises
(in the pristine Abruzzo National Park)



ü Delicious Roman wines & food
(from top local farms and vineyards)

ü Fully catered mountain hut
(remote winter wining & dining)

ü Dine in an ancient winery
(with a private house in a medieval village)

ü Lunch in archaeological Rome
(exclusive slow last lunch)





Travel & arrive in Rome, enjoy a city tour by our historian storyteller, 
exquisite lunch and wining & dining.

Rally to the nature reserve, meet your nature guide, wildlife tracking on 
snowshoes, and wine & dine in the private catered mountain hut.

Sunrise wildlife tracking, return to valley, rally, special wine & dine and 
recharge in luxurious medieval ‘scattered mountain village hotel’.

Relax and unwind, rally to Rome, slow last supper in an archaeological 
garden and (return home full of lifetime memories).

4 Days Tailored Itinerary



What’s included
ü Tailor-made organization
ü All breakfast, lunch & dinners
ü Top-notch, private accommodations 

(based on double occupancy, possibly dorm in the mountain hut)
ü Hand-picked mountain & wildlife guides
ü Wildlife tracking gear 

(GPS, headlamps, binoculars, torch, headlamp, camera traps)

What’s not included
ü Flights & fuel (if applicable)
ü Extra personal expenses
ü Travel insurance
ü Drinks (outside dinner)

Prices & Planning
Ulaya Safaris are tailor-made. We design our safaris based on your preferences and convenience, as well as availability and seasonality. 
Based on your input we create a program with hand-picked ingredients, including dates and pricing. Prices start at €1.500 pp.

=> Contact us to get inspired by the possibilities: info@ulaya.com

Winter Wolves Tracking - Abruzzo (IT)

What was included?
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